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conservation goals for
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OSSGA Holds 1st Source
Water Protection Workshop

---OSSGA
ONTARIO STONE, SAND
& GRAVEL ASSOCIATION
Essential materials for building
a strong Ontario

The Ontario Stone, Sand & Gravel Association (OSSGA) has been involved in the development
of the provincial government's source water protection planning initiative from its inception.
In keeping with this tradition, on October 27, OSSGA hosted a highly successful Source
Water Protection workshop at Mississauga's Radisson Plaza Hotel, including OSSGA representative Source Protection Committee members and alternates, members of OSSGA's Board
Taskforce on Water and Eyes and Ears Committee, non-OSSGA aggregate representative
Source Protection Committee members, Ministry of Natural Resources Aggregate Section staff
and Ministry of the Environment (MOE) Source Protection Programs Branch staff.
continued on page 3
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Pollinator Conse-rvation & Ecology in RehabilitatE

'Without pollinat s, many of the ountless wild plant:
fields and cities ould be unable to rep oduce, which, in .
biological comm nities and affect the abOlity of ecosyst.
eeds, such as clean air, ater and wildlj
continued from page 1

Habitats".
---............ ecommendations range from
____ re-creating or enhancing a
nu erof118Dlta
nd
rograms, to improving or c
atin
abitats for species at risk, to varis agricultural and recreational uses
that are ecologically responsible. The
creation of such habitats as tallgrass
prairie and wetlands, which have been
heavily degraded in Ontario since
European settlement, are a focus of the
report. Lands scheduled for rehabilitation provide unique opportunities for
plant and pollinator conservationists to
develop best-management practices for
the conservation of ecosystems in our
rapidly changing landscape, which is
ecoming more urbanized, while providin
venue for fundamental ecological

research that can be applied to conseration, agriculture and forestry. There is
p tential for the Ontario aggregate
in stry to playa strong role in
rese ch relevant to our food security,
e con rvation of wild species and
de nding
ecosystem, services that
supp rt us all.
In ~e summer of 2009, planning
and res~arch began at Waynco Ltd. (a
sUbsidia~ of Nelson Aggregate Co.) in
Cambridg~, which was nearing the final
stages of rehabilitation. Although the
soil has n j t yet been replaced on this
site, ther. is considerable vegetation
regrowt ,and sampling of pollinators
occurre throughout the season.
two-week intervals, a team of
res archers from the Canadian
B lIination Initiative (CAN POLIN), a

NSERC-fund d research
ork based
at the Unive~ ity of G ph, carried out
sampling 0 the pr erty.
CAN OLIN' a multi-year, nationwide in' ative t at brings together several ozen re earchers in a variety of
. ds relate to pollination.
A serie of methods were used to
capture pollinators, including Malaise
traps, trap ests and yellow and blue
bee bowls. alaise traps are effective
samplers of lying insects, taking advantage of their ndency to move upward
when a barrie 's encountered. When a
flying insect stri s the partition in the
centre of the trap,' moves upward and
is ultimately collecte . the trap head.
are attracTrap nests provide sites t
tive to bees and wasps that nes .
holes, which can later be identified

Waynco property, Cambridge, which is
scheduledfor rehabilitation

Yellow bee bowl at the Waynco property,
Summer 2009

Photos: © A. McGrawAlcock
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Pits & Quarries

that abound in our forests,
lrn, would drastically change
s to provide us with basic
3 habitat. '
when the young insects emerge. Bee
~wls trap and preserve insects that are
attra ted to colour, such as those that
pollin e flowers (most notably bees, but
also rna y wasps and flies).
Futur plans for this site include
developin a large-scale experiment
that will en~ble comparing pollinators
associated rith different types of plant
communitie over the long term (of
rehabilitati n) to determine which landuse strate ies maximize both the diversity and ealth of the pollinators and the
ecosyst m as a whole.
S es have made headlines over the
pa few of years. The mystery of the
olony Collapse Disorder (CCD), which
afflicts honey bees, has left many people considering the important role these
pollinators play in our lives.

More than just producers of honey
and wax, bees playa tremendous role
in the plant agriculture industry, which
sustains us by fertilizing crops that produce edible fruits, nuts and seeds.
Without pollinators,. many of the
countless wild plants that abound in our
forests, fields and cities would be
unable to reproduce, which, in turn,
would drastically change biologica ommunities and affect the ability of cosysterns to provide us with basic eeds,
such as clean air, water and ildlife
habitat.
Honey bees, however, re only a
small part of the story. The e are
approximately 800 species of bees
known in Canada - not to ention the
unrecorded number specie of flies,
wasps, beetles and other in cts that

fulfill the critical role of pollinafon for
flowering plants.
Many of these pollinators a in
decline due to a number of reaso s,
including habitat loss, pesticide use, pollution, invasive plants, etc.
Co
.
wide variety of
anadian pollinators an
nderstanding
the roles they play is a vital e ironmental issue of our time.
Article submitted by Thomas
Woodcock, Peter Kevan & Andrea
McGraw-Alcock, NSERC-CANPOLIN,
SchoolofEnv"onmen~/Scknc~

University of Guelph. For more information, please email:
twoodcoc@uoguelph.ca.

The mystery of
the Colony
Collapse
Disorder (CCD) ,
which afflicts
honey bees, has
left many people considering
the important
role these pollinators play
in our 1i ves.
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